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ABSTRACT
The non-Abelian Berry phase is an essential feature of non-Abelian anyons for
the realization of topological quantum computation. This thesis is primarily a study
about the numerical calculation of the Berry phase of non-Abelian anyons in the
Kitaev honeycomb lattice model. It is also a guide for experimental the realizations
of the actual brading process.
We give an introduction to the theory of non-Abelian anyons, briey discussing in
what kind of systems they are realized, and their possible use in topological quantum
computation. Non-Abelian anyons are studied within the Kitaev honeycomb model
where they are realized on the plaquettes of the honeycomb lattice. The Kitaev hon-
eycomb model can be solved exactly by using various fermionization methods. In
this thesis, we review a solution based on Jordan-Wigner types of fermions which
transform Hamiltonian to a fermionic quadratic form. This kind of fermionization
procedure is quite general and can be applied to any trivalent spin lattice models.
Moreover, we introduce Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method to solve general quadratic
fermionic Hamiltonian and employ Bloch-Messiah theorem in order to write ground
state wave function explicitly. Later, we apply these methods to honeycomb model
and study the eigenstates of the model so that we can do the Berry phase calculation.
The nal chapter explains the details of the numerical calculation of the non-Abelian
Berry phase. First, we show how to create and adiabatically move vortices in the hon-
eycomb model. A brief review of the Berry phase is given including some discussion
about a numerical approach. Later on Thouless' representation of the ground state is
introduced to calculate the Berry phase. All these theoretical tools are applied to a
4 vortex conguration of the model to calculate the non-Abelian Berry phase of the
system on a particular path in the parameter space.
1
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In the chapters of quantum mechanics textbooks about identical particles [1, 2,
3, 4, 5], we encounter the arguments about how permuting the position of identical
particles aects the wavefunction of the systems. Although there are a couple of
dierent approaches in these books, in its simplest form the argument is the following:
We rst consider a system with N identical particles located at r1; r2; :::; rN , and
assume that swapping the positions of two particles twice P 2 does not change the
wavefunction  (r1; r2; :::; rN) of the system:
P 2 (r1; r2; :::; rN) =  (r1; r2; :::; rN) (1.1)
P = I
where I is the identity operator.Thus, the state functions can be either symmetric or
antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of two particles. If it is symmetric then
the particles are called bosons. Otherwise, they are called fermions. Although the
physical consequences of this postulate were in good agreement with the experiment,
there were attempts [6, 7, 8] to make theory clearer with the experimental meaning
of symmetrization postulate.
Leinass and Myrheim approached [9] the problem from the quantization of the
conguration space of the system and showed that the options are not restricted to
bosons and fermions for 2D systems and could be any phase ei
P (r1; r2; :::; rN) = e
i (r1; r2; :::; rN):
Later, Wilczek came across a similar kind of statistics within Aharonov-Bohm types
of interaction and named these particles anyons (any-on).
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A simplied version of the Leinass-Myrheim approach is the following: First, we
dene the conguration space CN of N identical particles living on a spatial manifold
M as
CN = M
N n D
SN
;
where the singular congurations D, in which two or more particles coincide, are
excluded and the quotient space ofMN nD is taken by the permutation group SN to
account for the indistinguishability of the particles.
After this conguration space is quantized via the path-integral formalism, it is
not too dicult to show a one-to-one correspondence between the unitary irreducible
representation (UIR) of the rst homotopy group 1(CN) of the conguration space
and the possible types of anyonic statistics [10]. These groups are known as 1(CN) =
SN , permutation group, for 3 or higher dimensional manifoldsM; and 1(CN) = BN ,
braid group, for 2 dimensional manifolds M [11]. Both BN and SN are generated by
N   1 generators T1; :::; TN 1, obeying the constraints
TiTj = TjTi; ji  jj  2; (1.2)
TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1: (1.3)
Note that the generator Ti corresponds to an interchange of particles at i and i + 1.
The dierence between BN and SN arises from the fact that for SN , we require
T 2i = 1 (1.4)
in addition to the Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3. Although BN is a group of innitely many ele-
ments, the inclusion of Eq. 1.4 reduces the number of elements of SN to N !.
From the particle statistics point of view, note that the process of interchanging
two particles twice is topologically equivalent to the process of taking one particle
around the other. In three dimensions, this process is topologically equivalent to a
process in which none of the particles move at all, the wave function should be left
unchanged by such two interchanges of particles. This again brings us to the standard
textbook arguments given in Eq. 1.1. However, in two dimensions, a particle loop that
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encircles another particle cannot be deformed to a point, so that the wave function
does not necessarily come back to the same state.
There are two one-dimensional UIRs for SN : The trivial representation 1 (for
both odd and even permutation) corresponding to bosonic statistics and the anti-
symmetric representation 1 (-1 for odd permutation and +1 for even permutation)
corresponding to fermionic statistics. Multi-dimensional representations of SN give
rise to what is known as \parastatistics" [12]; however, it has been shown that paras-
tatistics can be replaced by bosonic and fermionic statistics, if a hidden degree of
freedom is introduced [13].
One-dimensional UIRs of the braid group BN are labeled by an angular parameter
 2 [0; 2); and they are dened by assigning the same phase factor to all generators.
That is
Tj ! ei
for all j 2 1; :::; n   1: These representations are Abelian since the order of braiding
operations is unimportant. Note that the case  = 0 corresponds to bosons and  = 
corresponds to fermions.
Moreover, multi-dimensional irreducible representations of the braid group are
possible and give rise to non-Abelian statistics. One of the necessary conditions for
the realization of non-Abelian statistics for a systems with N well separated identical
particles located at r1; r2; :::; rN is a D dimensional degenerate space separated by a
gap from excited levels. The nature of this degenerate space is dierent from that of
symmetry related degeneracies. More details will be given about the nature of this
degenerate space later on; however note that the dimension of the degenerate space
is only related to the number and types of these identical particles. The elements Ti
of the braid group are represented by D D unitary matrices
Ti ! U(Ti)
acting on the degenerate space for all i 2 1; :::; N   1. Since these matrices do not
commute with each other, the representation is non-Abelian and the particles are
called non-Abelian anyons.
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The degenerate space is very special in a sense that the only way to make nontrivial
operations on this space is realized by braiding the particles with each other. That is,
the system is immune to any local perturbations or uctuations that do not exceed
the gap. This feature makes it very valuable for storing and processing information.
On the other hand, the statistics of several anyons combined together are again
richer than that of fermionic-bosonic types. Bringing two particles together is called
fusion and is denoted by the symbol . For example, two identical Abelian anyons
with statistical phases  = =m combined together can be thought of as an anyon
with a statistical phases 4 = 4=m:
Although the outcome of the fusion process for Abelian anyons is uniquely de-
termined, non-Abelian anyons could have multiple fusion possibilities or channels.
Fusion of two non-Abelian anyons of type a and b is usually written as
a b =
X
c
N cabc
where the fusion multiplicities N cab are non-negative integers which indicate the num-
ber of dierent ways the charges a and b can be combined to produce the charge c. For
non-Abelian anyons, there is at least one a; b such that there is more than one fusion
channel c with N cab 6= 0. The dierent fusion channels are one way of accounting for
the degenerate multi-particle states.
As an example, consider a simple model, the so called \Ising model", whose anyons
are denoted by 1,  and  [14, 15]. Note that 1 is a trivial anyon or a vacuum. These
anyons have the following fusion rules:
   = 1 + ;    = ;   = 1;
1 1 = 1; 1  = ; 1  = :
The model is non-Abelian since two  particles can fuse in two dierent ways. Con-
sider a system with 4 well separated s (A,B,C and D) which fuse together to give 1.
That means if any of two s (say A and B) fuse together, the fusion channel of the
other two s (C and D) is determined too. Because A and B can fuse in two dierent
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ways, there is a two dimensional space associated with these 4 s. It is possible to
choose a basis based on the fusion result of A and B. On the other hand, another basis
can be chosen based on the fusion of result A and C. The matrix parameterizing this
basis change is called the F matrix. It is analogous to the 6j symbols encountered
in the couplings of three spin 1=2 particles.
Note also that braiding particles with each other does not change their fusion
channel since their total charge ( or fusion channel) can be measured along a far distant
loop enclosing the two particles. The only way to change their fusion channels is to
braid them with a third anyon. Therefore, when two particles fuse in a particular
channel (rather than a linear superposition of channels), the eect of taking one
particle around the other is just multiplication by a phase. For the Ising model, these
overall phases are as follows [15]:
R1 = e
 i=8; R = e
3i=8
R1 = 1; R

 = i:
where Rzxy is the phase resulting from a counter-clockwise exchange of particles of
types x and y which fuse to a particle of type z. In order to fully specify the braiding
statistics of a system of anyons, it is necessary to specify (1) the particle species, (2)
the fusion rules, (3) the F matrices, and (4) the R matrices. These dening rules
has to be consistent with each other by satisfying so called the pentagon and hexagon
equations [14].
So far we have only discussed anyons from the mathematical point of view rather
than their physical existence in 2D systems. Electrons, protons or atoms are all either
fermions or bosons even if they are conned to two dimensions. Localized quasiparticle
excitations of these systems could be a candidate for anyonic statistics. Indeed, there
are several cases when these quasiparticles have Abelian or non-Abelian statistics
[15]. These systems having such quasiparticles are in a topological order which is
beyond the Landau symmetry-breaking description [15]. One of the most studied
(both theoretically and experimentally) example is found in the fractional quantum
hall (FQH) states [16, 17]. The FQH states with lling fraction  = 5=2 supports
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Ising type of anyons; however it is proposed that the other lling fractions supports
dierent types of non-Abelian anyons, too [18, 19, 20]. Together with the FQH states,
px + ipy superconductors [21] and the Kitaev honeycomb spin lattice model [14] also
support Ising anyons. However, experimental verications of non-Abelian anyons are
still challenging [22].
The studies related to non-Abelian anyons is very important not only for better
theoretical and experimental understanding of the subject but also for practical appli-
cations in quantum computation [15]. Topological quantum computation (TQC) was
suggested by Kitaev more than ten years ago [23] to perform fault tolerant quantum
computation. Since then it has attracted the attention of the physicists, mathe-
maticians and computer scientists to the study of non-Abelian anyons [24, 25, 15].
TQC takes advantage of the noise-free nature of the degenerate spaces of non-Abelian
anyons to store information. By this way, unwanted interaction between the system
and the environment, i.e. decoherence, will be prevented. In addition to that, uni-
tary gates are more precise than any other method of quantum computation since
R-matrices and F -matrices are rigid operations due to exactness of topological op-
erations [14]. Therefore, TQC is very suitable for a precise realization of quantum
computing operations.
In topological quantum computation, the initialization of the states begins with
the creation of anyon pairs from the vacuum so that particle types and their fusion
channels are known precisely. Separating anyons gives rise to degenerate space, which
is the computational space from quantum computation perspective. Unitary gates
of quantum computation are performed via braiding anyons with each other. The
measurement process can be done two dierent ways: It can be performed by fusing
anyons and measuring the energy of the state to detect the fusion channel or by
an interference experiment. An interference experiment can be performed by rst
creating a pair of anyons and then sending one of them to the left and the other to
the right side of another anyon; the anyonic charge can be detected by nally fusing
the pair again and checking the fusion outcome [15].
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To nd out whether a system supporting non-Abelian anyons, several dierent
approaches can be used. Moore and Read constructed a Moore-Read Pfaan wave
function for FQH states with lling fraction  = 5=2 by using the connection with
conformal eld theory, where non-Abelian anyons were rst considered [16]. Then,
Nayak and Wilczek veried the relation between degeneracy and the number of the
quasiparticles of the system by showing that each quasiparticle carries a zero energy
Majorana fermion [17]. Later on, this kind of Majorana fermion-quasiparticles were
discovered within the px+ipy superconductors context by Read and Green [21]. Ivanov
revealed the statistics of its quasiparticles by using the transformation properties of
the order parameters of px + ipy superconductors under adiabatic exchange [26]. In
that way, an explicit matrix representation was given to braid group elements i: Also,
the braiding matrices are obtained by numerically computing the Berry integrals for
the given wave functions for FQH states with lling fraction  = 5=2 [27]. On the
other hand, Kitaev used a Chern number argument to show the honeycomb model
supports non-Abelian anyons. The argument is that if the Chern number of the model
is odd, then each vertex of the honeycomb model carries a zero energy Majorana mode
[14].
Note that the essential element of the anyonic statistics is braiding. The physical
process of braiding has to be adiabatic [15]. While taking one particle around another,
the wave function acquires a dynamical phase depending on the time scale of the pro-
cess and a Berry phase which is independent of the time. The Berry phase depends
on the geometry of the path traversed (usually the area enclosed by) and the topology
of the loop. If the topological part is non-zero then particles are anyons. The Berry
phase is the representation of the braid group element of the corresponding motion. It
is just a phase factor for Abelian anyons, since there is no degenerate space. However,
for non-Abelian anyons, it is a unitary matrix whose size is the dimension of the de-
generate space. Although the topological part of non-Abelian Berry phase is the most
explicit way of showing the statistics of non-Abelian anyons, it requires more infor-
mation about the system than any other indirect verications. To be able to calculate
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the Berry phase of a system, one rst needs the position coordinate representation of
its ground state. Among all non-Abelian supporting models, the Kitaev honeycomb
model is the most appropriate system for this purpose. Although Kitaev's original
solution has several complications, the model has several other solutions [28, 29, 30].
One of them provides an appropriate framework to calculate the Berry phase [31]. In
this thesis, we are going to follow this approach to calculate the non-Abelian Berry
phase of vortices of the honeycomb model by using numerical tools.
In the following chapter, all the essential parts of this appropriate solution will
be reviewed together with relevant details about the Berry phase calculation. The
chapter starts with a brief review of the honeycomb model and continues with the
introduction of fermions within the model. This kind of fermionization procedure is
quite general and can be applied to any trivalent spin lattice model. This method
reduces the Hamiltonian into its quadratic fermionic form for a selected vortex cong-
uration. Moreover, we will introduce the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method to solve a
general quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian and use the Bloch-Messiah theorem to write
the ground state wave function explicitly. The chapter continues with the application
of these methods to the honeycomb model and some discussion about the eigenstates
of the model relevant to the Berry phase calculation.
Third chapter explains the detail of the numerical calculation of non-Abelian Berry
phase. First, we will show how to create and adiabatically move vortices in the
honeycomb model. Then, a brief review of the Berry phase will be given including
some insight about numerical approaches. Later on, Thouless' representation of the
ground state will be introduced. Although the Bloch-Messiah representation of the
wave function is essential to work with the honeycomb model, we need Thouless'
representation of the ground state to calculate the Berry phase. All these theoretical
tools will be applied to a 4 vortex conguration of the model to calculate non-Abelian
Berry phase of the system for a particular path.
This kind of Berry phase calculation can be used for any quadratic fermionic
Hamiltonian and is easily applicable to other trivalent spin lattice models [32, 33]. It
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provides an important tool for understanding the statistics of particles and gives us
more insight about the nature of the topological order of the system. Moreover, it
is an essential guide for the experimental realization of braiding non-Abelian anyons,
and hence for topological quantum computation.
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Chapter 2
THE KITAEV HONEYCOMB MODEL
The Kitaev honeycomb model [14] is an exactly solvable spin model dened on a
hexagonal lattice. It was originally solved by transforming spins into free Majorana
fermions. By calculating the Chern number of the model, Kitaev showed that the
model supports Ising type non-Abelian anyons in the presence of a weak magnetic
eld.
Here we will approach the model from the perspective of a dierent fermionization
technique which is more direct and explicit than Majorana fermionization. However,
the real advantage of using this technique is in writing the eigenstates explicitly,
including the precise description of the vacuum of fermions. In this way, we can
calculate the degeneracy of the ground state of the system easily for toroidal congu-
ration, although it is not a straightforward calculation if the Majorana fermionization
approach is used. Also we can explicitly show how to braid non-Abelian anyons and
calculate their non-Abelian Berry matrix, which is the main result of this thesis and
will be discussed in the next chapter. However, in this chapter, we will rst introduce
this new way of fermionization of the model. Then, we will give an exact expressions
for the model's eigenstates.
2.1 The Model
The Kitaev honeycomb model is a spin 1=2 lattice model where spins are located on
the vertices of a honeycomb lattice (Fig. 2.1) with the following Hamiltonian
H =  
X
x links
Jxi;jK
x
i;j  
X
y links
Jyi;jK
y
i;j  
X
z links
Jzi;jK
z
i;j (2.1)
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z - link
x - link
y - link
σ x
σ z
σ y
2
3
4
5
6
1
p
Figure 2.1: Honeycomb Lattice
where i and j are the position indices of the spins, Ji;j is the coupling coecients of
the link (i; j), Kxi;j = 
x
i 
x
j ; K
y
i;j = 
y
i 
y
j ; K
z
i;j = 
z
i 
z
j and i's are the Pauli operators.
Note that the honeycomb lattice is bipartite and dierent spins are represented as
empty and solid circles.
In the presence of a weak magnetic eld, the following three-body potential term
which breaks the time reversal symmetry is added to Hamiltonian [14];
V =  
X
p
6X
l=1
P lp (2.2)
where p is the index number for each hexagon and P lp is
6X
l=1
P lp = P
1
p + P
2
p + P
3
p + P
4
p + P
5
p + P
6
p (2.3)
= 1p 
x
1
y
6
z
5 + 
2
p 
z
2
y
3
x
4 + 
3
p 
y
1
x
2
z
3 + 
4
p 
y
4
x
5
z
6 + 
5
p 
x
3
z
4
y
5 + 
6
p 
y
2
z
1
x
6 :
where lp is the coupling coecient of three-body term l in hexagon p (Fig. 2.1).
Originally, this term is the third order perturbation term of the magnetic potential
V =  
X
j
(hx
x
j + hy
y
j + hz
z
j ) (2.4)
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where h = (hx; hy; hz) is an external magnetic eld acting on all spins. Note that 
coecient is related to h = (hx; hy; hz) as follows
 s
hxhyhz
J2
for J = Jxj = J
y
j = J
z
j for all j.
The model has a commuting set of operators, called plaquette operators Wp;
Wp = 
z
1
x
2
y
3
z
4
x
5
y
6 = K
y
1;2K
z
2;3K
x
3;4K
y
4;5K
z
5;6K
x
6;1
dened for each hexagon p (Fig. 2.1).
These operators commute with each other since they have either no common point
or 2 common anti-commuting points:
[Wp;Wr] = 0 for all p and r: (2.5)
They also commute with the Hamiltonian since both the Hamiltonian and the pla-
quette operators are constructed with K operators:
[Wp; H] = 0 for all p: (2.6)
For an N spin system, there are approximately (depending on the boundary con-
ditions) N=2 plaquette operators. The eigenvalues of the plaquettes are 1. The
eigenstates with the eigenvalue -1 are called vortex. The Hilbert space of the system
is divided into dierent sectors based on vortex congurations. The ground state of
the system is the vortex-free sector i.e. all the eigenvalues of plaquettes are 1 [34].
Each vortex conguration denes a 2N=2 dimensional vector space (depending on the
boundary conditions) for an N -spin system.
2.2 Eective Spin and Hardcore Boson (ES-HB) Representation
This mapping was originally proposed by Vidal et al. [30]; here we will restate the
mapping for the sake of completeness. Let j"i and j#i denote the eigenstates of z with
eigenvalues 1 and  1 respectively. Two spins connected by a z link can be thought
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p
q
q q
q q
Figure 2.2: Dimers on Honeycomb Lattice: Plaquettes in the square lattice are labeled
by the dimer q located at the bottom right of each square.
of as a dimer (Fig. 2.2). Two unit vectors bnx and bny consist of z link plus x link and
z link plus y link respectively. Note that, plaquettes in the square lattice are labeled
by the dimer located at the bottom right of each square. Each dimer will have two
ferromagnetic states (j""i; j##i) and two anti-ferromagnetic states (j"#i; j#"i),
where empty and lled circles represents those spins of z links. While ferromagnetic
states can be thought as the eigenstates, j*i =j""i and j+i =j##i, of the eective
spin operator, anti-ferromagnetic states can be thought as the occupied or unoccupied
states of a hard-core boson. There are various ways to dene eective spin and bosonic
number operators, but we are going to use the following representation
j ""i = j *; 0i; j ##i = j +; 0i;
j "#i = j *; 1i; j #"i = j +; 1i;
and the eective spin operator will take the form
 z = z 
 I; x = x 
 x ;  y = y 
 x :
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Also, the creation, annihilation and number operators of the hard-core boson are
dened as follows
by =
x   izy
2
;
b =
x + i
z

y

2
;
N = byb =
I   zz
2
:
It is straightforward to verify that these denitions satisfy the anti-commutation
relations for each dimer q
fbyq; bqg = I;
and commutation relations for dierent dimers q and q0 (q 6= q0)
[byq; bq0 ] = [b
y
q; b
y
q0 ] = [bq; bq0 ] = 0:
Then the Pauli spin operators read
x = 
x(by + b); x = b
y + b; (2.7)
y = 
y(by + b); y = i
z(by   b);
z = 
z; z = 
z(I   2byb);
and the Hamiltonian can be written as
H =  
X
q
Jxq (b
y
q + bq)
x
q+bnx(byq+bnx + bq+bnx) (2.8)
 
X
q
Jyq i
z
q (b
y
q   bq) yq+bny(byq+bny + bq+bny)
 
X
q
Jzq (I   2byqbq):
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Similarly, P lq term of three-body potential V (Eq. 2.2) will have the following form
P 1q = 
1
q (b
y
q + bq)i
x
q+bnx(byq+bnx   bq+bnx)
P 2q = 
2
q i(b
y
q+bny   bq+bny)xq+bny+bnx(byq+bny+bnx + bq+bny+bnx)
P 3q = 
3
q 
z
q (b
y
q   bq) yq+bny(byq+bny   bq+bny)
P 4q = 
4
q 
y
q+bnx+bny(byq+bnx+bny + bq+bnx+bny) zq+bnx(byq+bnx + bq+bnx)
P 5q = 
5
q i(b
y
q+bny + bq+bny) zq+bny+bnx zq+bnx(byq+bnx   bq+bnx)
P 6q = 
6
q 
y
q+bny(byq+bny + bq+bny) zq (I   2byqbq)xq+bnx(byq+bnx + bq+bnx):
2.3 ES-HB Basis of Hilbert Space
Note that the eective spin operators commute with the hard-core boson operators,
and therefore both act on their own Hilbert spaces. By only using eective spin
operators, we can dene toric code types of plaquette operators [23] as
Qq = 
z
q 
y
q+bnx yq+bny zq+bnx+bny :
It is important to note that these operators commute with each other and the hon-
eycomb plaquette operators are related to them as follows
Wq = (I   2byqbq)(I   2byq+bnybq+bny)Qq:
For open boundary conditions, the eigenstates jNqi (Nq 2 f0; 1g) of the number
operator Nq of a hard-core boson and the eigenstates jQqi (Qq 2 f 1; 1g) of the Qq
dene a basis BQ;N for the full Hilbert space as
BQ;N :=
(O
q
jQqi 
 jNqi
Qq 2 f 1; 1g; Nq 2 f0; 1g
)
:
On the other hand, for the periodic boundary conditions there are constraints on the
values of Qq [30, 35]. Even-by-even lattices are bi-colorable, since their squares can be
colored with two dierent colors consistently in a checkerboard pattern. As a result
of this, there are two constraints as follow:Y
Qb2Blacks
Qb = 1;
Y
Qw2Whites
Qw = 1: (2.9)
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On the other hand, odd by odd or odd by even lattices are not bi-colorable, and they
have just one constraint: Y
i
Qi = 1:
Figure 2.3: (a) Non-colorable lattice. (b) Bi-colorable lattice. The boundaries of the
lattice whose opposite sites are identied are given by the dashed lines.
Note that we are only going to work with bi-colorable congurations in this thesis.
There are two additional conserved quantities in bi-colorable lattices on torus. These
are loop symmetry operators [35] Lx and Ly (Fig. 2.4) which commute with every
Qq and Wq and they are independent
1. Loop symmetry operators are essential for
explaining the degeneracy in toroidal congurations and have fundamental importance
in the exact solution of the model.
Together with the constraints (Eq. 2.9), loop symmetry operators Lx, Ly dene a
basis for systems with periodic boundary condition as
BQ;N;L :=
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
jLx ; Lyi
O
q
jQqi 
 jNqi

Nq 2 f0; 1g;
Lx ; Ly ; Qq 2 f 1; 1g
satisfyingQ
b2B Qb = 1;
Q
w2W Qw = 1
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(2.10)
where B and W stand for the sets of black and white squares respectively.
1Although Lx and Ly can be dened for non-bicolorable lattices, only one of them is independent.
This also eects the degeneracy of the system on the torus.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Ly. (b)Lx.
2.4 Jordan-Wigner (J-W) Types of Fermionization of the Model
2.4.1 J-W Types of Fermions
Fermions satisfy the following anti{commutation relations
fcyq; cq0g = qq0 ; fcyq; cyq0g = fcq; cq0g = 0:
Hard-core bosons already satisfy same anti-commutation relations when q = q0. To
make them satisfy the anti-commutation relations when q 6= q0, a string of operators
S 0q should be compounded to them. Following the convention used in [31], we dene
a coordinate system by choosing a dimer as an origin O from which to start these
strings. Each dimer q = qxbnx+ qybny will be represented as its x and y coordinates as
q = (qx; qy): Note that the coordinate system is chosen in a way that both qx and qy
are positive integers. For systems with periodic boundary conditions, any dimer can
be the origin. For plane conguration, the origin will be a dimer at the edge of the
plane.
Before dening the string of operators S 0q to be added to hard-core bosons, let's
look at another string operator Sq (Fig. 2.5) which is dened between the dimer
q = (qx; qy) and the origin O = (1; 1). For a dimer located at q = (qx; qy) where
qx 6= 1 and qy 6= 1, it consists of three parts. The rst part is only the application
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Figure 2.5: String operator Sq
of x to the z link at the origin. In the second part, zz and xx will be applied
to z links and x links of the interval [O, (qx; 1)); respectively. Similarly, in the nal
part y
y
 and 
z

z
 will be applied to y links and z links of the interval [(qx; 1),
(qx; qy)); respectively. If qx 6= 1 and qy = 1; the third part will be identity I, if qx = 1
and qy 6= 1, the second part will be I, and if qx = 1 and qy = 1, then both the second
and the third part will be identity.
Explicitly, the string operators Sq will have the following forms in terms of the
Pauli spin operators. For a dimer at (qx; qy) where qx 6= 1 and qy 6= 1
Sq = 
y
(qx;qy);
y
(qx;qy 1);
z
(qx;qy 1);
:::y(qx;2);
y
(qx;1);
z
(qx;1);
z
(qx;1);
x
(qx;1);
:::x(2;1);
x
(1;1);
z
(1;1);
z
(1;1);; 
x
(qx;1);;
and for a dimer at (qx; 1) where qx 6= 1
Sq = 
x
(qx;1);
x
(qx 1;1);
z
(qx 1;1);
z
(qx 1;1);
:::x(2;1);
x
(1;1);
z
(1;1);
z
(1;1);; 
x
(qx;1);;
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and for a dimer at (1; qy) where qy 6= 1
Sq = 
y
(1;qy);
y
(1;qy 1);
z
(1;qy 1);
:::y(1;2);
y
(1;1);
z
(1;1);
z
(1;1);
x
(qx;1);;
and for the dimer at (1; 1)
Sq = 
x
(1;1);:
Note that in each case, the Pauli operator applied to the end point is either y or 
x
 :
By using the transformations (Eq. 2.7), Sq can be written as
Sq = (b
y
q + bq)S
0
q;
where S 0q is the operator to be added to each hard-core boson to create fermions and
has the following form
S 0q = S
0
(qx;qy) =
8<:  yq S(qx;qy 1) if qy 6= 1xq S(qx 1;qy) if qy = 1
Notice that S2q = (S
0
q)
2 = I, and for q 6= q0 they satisfy
fSq; Sq0g = 0 and fS 0q; S 0q0g = 0:
Finally, we can dene fermionic creation and annihilation operators as following
cyq := b
y
qS
0
q; cq := bqS
0
q;
we can easily verify that
fcyq; cq0g = q;q0 ; fcyq; cyq0g = fcq; cq0g = 0:
2.4.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions
In this section, we will work with a nite size system Nx Ny (Nx and Ny are even)
with periodic boundary condition. It is worthwhile to transform the Hamiltonian
(Eq. 2.8) into its fermionic representation. To do that it would be handy to list some
basic properties satised by fermions and hard-core bosons.
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First of all, notice that the attached string operator S 0q commutes with the creation
and annihilation operators of the hard-core bosons
[byq; S
0
q] = [bq; S
0
q] = 0
so that
byq = c
y
qS
0
q = S
0
qc
y
q; bq = cqS
0
q = S
0
qcq:
By taking into account of the following simple algebraic relations
(by + b)2 = I; (by   b)2 =  I; (I   2byb)2 = I;
(cy + c)2 = I; (cy   c)2 =  I; (I   2cyc)2 = I;
(by + b)(I   2byb) = (by   b), (cy + c)(I   2cyc) = (cy   c),
(I   2byb)(by + b) =  (by   b), (I   2cyc)(cy + c) =  (cy   c),
(I   2byb) = (I   2cyc);
we can write the fermionic representation of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.8) as
H =
X
q
JxqXq(c
y
q   cq)(cyq+bnx + cq+bnx) (2.11)
+
X
q
Jyq Yq(c
y
q   cq)(cyq+bny + cq+bny)
+
X
q
Jzq (2c
y
qcq   I);
where X and Y are dened as
X(qx;qy) =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
qy 1Q
iy=1
W(qx;iy) if qy 6= 1 and qx 6= Nx
 Lx
qy 1Q
iy=1
W(qx;iy) if qy 6= 1 and qx = Nx
1 if qy = 1 and qx 6= Nx
 Lx if qy = 1 and qx = Nx;
(2.12)
Y(qx;qy) =
8><>:
1 if qy 6= Ny
 Ly
qx 1Q
ix=1
NyQ
iy=1
W(ix;iy) if qy = Ny:
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Figure 2.6: Examples: (a) X(2;4) and (b) Y(3;4).
Similarly, fermionic representation of P lq terms of V will be in the following form:
P 1q =  1q iXq(cyq   cq)(cyq+bnx   cq+bnx) (2.13)
P 2q =  2q iXq+bny(cyq+bny + cq+bny)(cyq+bny+bnx + cq+bny+bnx) (2.14)
P 3q =  3q iYq(cyq   cq)(cyq+bny   cq+bny) (2.15)
P 4q =  4q iYq+bnx(cyq+bnx + cq+bnx)(cyq+bnx+bny + cq+bnx+bny) (2.16)
P 5q = 
5
q iXq+bnyYq+bnx(cyq+bny   cq+bny)(cyq+bnx   cq+bnx) (2.17)
P 6q = 
6
q iXqYq(c
y
q+bny + cq+bny)(cyq+bnx + cq+bnx) (2.18)
By summing P 1q with P
2
q bny ; we dene P xq := P 1q + P 2q bny as
P xq :=  xq i2Xq(cyqcyq+bnx + cqcq+bnx) (2.19)
where xq = 
1
q = 
2
q bny and by summing P 3q with P 4q bnx ; we dene P yq := P 3q + P 4q bnx
as
P yq :=  yq i2Yq(cyqcyq+bny + cqcq+bny) (2.20)
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where yq = 
3
q = 
4
q bnx . Finally, we can write the V term as
V =  
X
q
(P xq + P
y
q + P
5
q + P
6
q ): (2.21)
2.5 Diagonalization of Quadratic Hamiltonian
2.5.1 General Theory
It is possible to write every quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian in terms of non-interacting
free fermions which are linear combinations of the original fermions [36]. Free fermionic
systems are exactly solvable in terms of their energy eigenvalues and eigenstates. Be-
fore writing our Hamiltonian in terms of free fermions let us go through the general
solving method of the quadratic fermionic Hamiltonians.
Every quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian of a system withN fermions can be written
in the following form:
H =
1
2
X
jk

jkc
y
jck   jkcjcyk +jkcjck  jkcyjcyk

;
where  is Hermitian and  is antisymmetric.
It would be handier to use the following representation
H =
1
2

cy$ c$
 24  
   
35 24cl
cyl
35 ; (2.22)
where for convenience we dened row and column vectors ash
cy$ c$
i
:=
h
cy1 :::c
y
i
::: cyN c1 :::ci ::: cN
i
;
(2.23)24cl
cyl
35 := hc1 :::ci::: cN cy1 :::cyi ::: cyNiT :
Let us denote the middle part of the right hand side of Eq. 2.22 with M as
M :=
24  
   
35 ; (2.24)
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and notice thatM is Hermitian. Moreover,M has a symmetric spectrum. To see that,
let's assume that Er is an eigenvalue of M with the following eigenvalue equation,24  
   
3524Ur
Vr
35 = Er
24Ur
Vr
35 :
By expanding this equation, we get
Ur +Vr = ErUr;
 Ur   Vr = ErVr;
after negation and conjugation they will appear as
 Ur  V r =  ErUr ;
Ur + V

r =  ErV r ;
since Er is real. Now it is apparent that  Er is also an eigenvalue of M with the
following eigenvalue equation24  
   
3524V r
Ur
35 =  Er
24V r
Ur
35 :
Let's denote the unitary transformation that diagonalize M as T . The similarity
transformation will have the form
MD = T
yMT;
where MD is a diagonal matrix. The above equation also means that we can replace
M with TMDT
y and then Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.22) takes the following form
H =
1
2
h
cy$ c$
i
TMDT
y
24cl
cyl
35 : (2.25)
To make the discussion more concrete, let us work with a denite description of
MD. By taking advantage of the symmetric spectrum of M , we can write MD as
follows:
MD =
24E
 E
35 ;
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where E is a diagonal matrix with positive entries which are placed in an increasing
order
E =
26664
E1
. . .
EN
37775 ; E1 < ::: < EN :
Then T will have the following form
T =
24U V 
V U
35 =
24U1 ::: UN V 1 ::: V N
V1 ::: VN U

1 ::: U

N
35 ; (2.26)
and T y will be
T y =
24U y V y
V T UT
35 :
Now, by inserting given forms of MD; T and T
y into Eq. 2.25, the Hamiltonian will
be transformed into
Since T and T y are unitary matrices, their action on

cy$ c$

and
24cl
cyl
35 denes a
new set of fermions as the following:
h
y$ $
i
:=
h
cy$ c$
i 24U V 
V U
35 ; (2.27)
=
h
cy$U + c$V c
y
$V
 + c$U
i
;
or, equally, 24l
yl
35 :=
24U y V y
V T UT
3524cl
cyl
35 ;
=
24U ycl + V ycyl
V T cl + UT c
y
l
35 :
Explicitly,

y$ $

:= [y1 :::
y
i ::: 
y
N 1 :::i::: N ] with
yi :=
X
r
cyrUri + crVri; (2.28)
i :=
X
r
cyrV

ri + crU

ri:
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This type of transformations is called generalized Bogoliubov transformation [37]. It
is straightforward to show these two denitions are compatible. Every  satises the
same anti-commutation relations as fermions if T is unitary. The unitarity constraint
restricts U and V to satisfy the following equations:
U yU + V yV = 1; UU y + V V T = 1; (2.29)
UTV + V TU = 0; UV y + V UT = 0;
and allows us to invert Eq. 2.28
cyi :=
X
r
yrU
y
ri + rV
T
ri ; (2.30)
ci :=
X
r
yrV
y
ri + rU
T
ri:
With these new fermions, Hamiltonian will have the following free fermionic form
H =
1
2
h
y$ $
i24E
 E
3524l
yl
35
=
1
2
X
i
Ei
y
i i   Eiiyi
=
1
2
X
i
2Ei

yi i  
Ii
2

=
X
i
Ei
y
i i  
X
i
Ei
2
: (2.31)
2.5.2 Application to the Kitaev Honeycomb Model
In our case, we rst write H (Eq. 2.11) in the following symmetric form:
H =
1
2
X
q
JxqXq

cyqcq+bnx + cyq+bnxcq

+ Jyq Yq

cyqcq+bny + cyq+bnycq

+ 2Jzq c
y
qcq
+JxqXq

cyqc
y
q+bnx   cyq+bnxcyq

+ Jyq Yq

cyqc
y
q+bny   cyq+bnycyq

 JxqXq (cqcq+bnx   cq+bnxcq)  Jyq Yq  cqcq+bny   cq+bnycq
 JxqXq

cqc
y
q+bnx + cq+bnxcyq

  Jyq Yq

cqc
y
q+bny + cq+bnycyq

  2Jzq cqcyq;
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then H and H are dened as
Hi(q);i(q0)(X; Y ) := J
x
qXqi(q);i(q0 bnx) + Jxq0Xq0i(q bnx);i(q0)
+Jyq Yqi(q);i(q0 bny) + Jyq0Yq0i(q bny);i(q0) + 2Jzq i(q);i(q0)
Hi(q);i(q0)(X; Y ) := J
x
qXqi(q);i(q0 bnx)   Jxq0Xq0i(q bnx);i(q0)
+Jyq Yqi(q);i(q0 bny)   Jyq0Yq0i(q bny);i(q0);
where i is a one-to-one mapping between q = (qx; qy) and integers between 1; :::; N;
to be able to use the notation introduced in Eq. 2.23, and it is dened as
i(q) := qx + (qy   1)Nx:
Finally, MH will have the following form
MH =
24 H H
 H  H
35 :
Similarly, we rst write V (Eq. 2.21) in the following symmetric form
V =
1
2
X
q
 i 5q Xq+bnyYq+bnx   6q XqYq hcyq+bnxcq+bny   cyq+bnycq+bnxi
+2ixq Xq
h
cyqc
y
q+bnx   cyq+bnxcyq
i
+ 2iyq Yq
h
cyqc
y
q+bny   cyq+bnycyq
i
+i

5q Xq+bnyYq+bnx + 6q XqYq hcyq+bnxcyq+bny   cyq+bnycyq+bnxi
+2ixq Xq [cqcq+bnx   cq+bnxcq] + 2iyq Yq cqcq+bny   cq+bnycq
+i

5q Xq+bnyYq+bnx + 6q XqYq cq+bnxcq+bny   cq+bnycq+bnx
 i 5q Xq+bnyYq+bnx   6q XqYq hcq+bnxcyq+bny   cq+bnycyq+bnxi ;
then V and V are dened as
Vi(q);i(q0)(X;Y ) :=  i
 
5q bnx Xq0Yq   6q bnx Xq bnxYq bnx i(q bnx);i(q0 bny)
+i
 
5q0 bnx XqYq0   6q0 bnx Xq0 bnxYq0 bnx i(q bny);i(q0 bnx);
Vi(q);i(q0)(X;Y ) := 2i

xqXqi(q);i(q0 bnx)   xq0Xq0i(q bnx);i(q0)
+yqYqi(q);i(q0 bny)   yq0Yq0i(q bny);i(q0)
+i
 
5q bnx Xq0Yq + 6q bnx Xq bnxYq bnx i(q bnx);i(q0 bny)
+i
 
5q0 bnx XqYq0 + 6q0 bnx Xq0 bnxYq0 bnx i(q bny);i(q0 bnx);
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and MV has the following form:
MV =
24 V V
   V     V 
35 ;
and for the total system,  and  are dened as
 := H + V ;
 := H +V ;
and M has the following form
M :=
24  
   
35 : (2.32)
To work with eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M , we have to x the values of  and 
and this is done by xing the values of X and Y i.e. xing fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration.
2.6 Eigenstates of Quadratic Hamiltonians
2.6.1 General Theory
We will to take advantage of the Bloch-Messiah theorem [38, 37], to write the ground
state of the system explicitly. Bloch and Messiah showed that a unitary matrix of the
form (Eq. 2.26) can always be decomposed into three matrices of very special form:
T =
24D
D
3524U V
V U
3524C
C
35 ;
or
U = DUC; V = DV C;
where D and C are unitary matrices and U and V are real matrices of the general
form
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U =
26666666666666666666666666664
0
. . .
0 0
u1 0
0 u1
. . .
un 0
0 un
0 1
. . .
1
37777777777777777777777777775
; (2.33)
and
V =
26666666666666666666666666664
1
. . .
1 0
0 v1
 v1 0
. . .
0 vn
 vn 0
0 0
. . .
0
37777777777777777777777777775
; (2.34)
where zero-block-matrices and identity-block-matrices are the same size.
Now we go back to the transformation (Eq. 2.27):h
y$ $
i
:=
h
cy$ c$
i 24U V 
V U
35 ;
=
h
cy$ c$
i 24D
D
3524U V
V U
3524C
C
35 :
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First D transforms particle operators cy and c among themselves into ay and a:
h
ay$ a$
i
:=
h
cy$ c$
i 24D
D
35 =
8<: ay$ = cy$Da$ = c$D ;
or explicitly,
ayk =
X
l
Dlkc
y
l ; ak =
X
l
Dlkcl:
Then there is a special Bogoliubov transformation,
h
y$ $
i
:=
h
ay$ a$
i 24U V
V U
35 =
8<: y$ = ay$U + a$V$ = ay$V + a$U ;
which denes three types of energy levels: the \paired" levels with up > 0; vp > 0)
yp = upa
y
p   vpap;
yp = upa
y
p + vpap;
p =  vpayp + upap;
p = vpa
y
p + upap;
where (p; p) are dened by the 2  2 boxes in Eqs. 2.33 - 2.34, the \occupied" levels
(vi = 1;ui = 0) and the \empty" levels (vm = 0;um = 1)
yi = ai; 
y
m = a
y
m;
i = a
y
i ; m = am:
Finally the unitary transformation of the y and  among themselves
h
y$ $
i
:=
h
y$ $
i24C
C
35 =
8<: y$ = y$C$ = $C ;
or explicitly
yk =
X
l
Clk
y
l ; k =
X
l
Clkl: (2.35)
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In a general quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian, the ground state wavefunction is dened
as a non-zero wavefunction ji such that kji = 0 for all k. It can be easily veried
that the following wavefunction satises these criteria:
ji =
Y
i
ayi
Y
p
(up + vpa
y
pa
y
p)j i; (2.36)
where j i represents the vacuum of c fermions. We will refer to rst product as
i part and second product as p part of the Eq. 2.36.
2.6.2 Eigenstates of the Kitaev Honeycomb Model
For the Kitaev honeycomb model, there are a few things to consider when dealing
with its eigenstates. First of all, recall that the Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.31)
H =
X
i
Ei
y
i i  
X
i
Ei
2
is brought to this form after a particular conguration of vortices and loop symmetry
operators fWp; Lx; Lyg was selected.
Note that, the single fermionic operators c and cy commute with all plaquette
operators except two plaquettes located to the left of the origin which they anti-
commute. Therefore, c and cy ip the values of those plaquettes. In other words,
they do not preserve the fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration. This is also true for , y; a
and ay; since they are superpositions of c and cy. Only quadratic applications of
's (yi 
y
j ; 
y
i j, etc.) or c's (c
y
ic
y
j; c
y
icj, etc.) preserve fWp; Lx; Lyg congurations. In
this respect, although the p-part (i.e. paired levels) of Eq. 2.36 always preserves the
fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration of j i; the i-part (occupied levels) only preserves it when
the number of i is even.
On the other hand, we have to be careful when we deal with some particular
vortex conguration fWp; Lx; Lyg because it may not be possible to choose a vacuum
j i whose vortex conguration matches with fWp; Lx; Lyg. To see that, we should
have a closer look into the properties of j i.
The vacuum j i vanishes under the application of any annihilation operator c.
This means that j i does not have any c fermions or b hard-core bosons. More
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formally it is only composed of basis elements BQ;N;L (Eq. 2.10) with Nq = 0. On
the other hand, some fWp; Lx; Lyg congurations match with fQq; Lx; Lyg congura-
tions (Fig. 2.7(a)), whereas some others (Fig. 2.7(b)) don't because of the constraints
(Eq. 2.9) on the values of Qq. For those unmatched congurations, we can take ad-
vantage of two Qq's which are on the left of the origin (Fig. 2.7(b
0)) to satisfy these
constraints. Those are the same two plaquettes whose values get ipped by any
application of a single fermionic operators c and cy.
Figure 2.7: Various Qq congurations. (a) Matched conguration: Appropriate choice
for j i. (b) Unmatched conguration: There is no such Toric code conguration so
there is no ES-HB basis. (b0) Fixed unmatched conguration: Unmatched congu-
rations can be xed by adding two vortices onto the left side of origin and can be a
valid choice for j i.
Therefore, the denition of a ground state ji for Kitaev's honeycomb model must
satisfy two conditions: (1) ji is in the same fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration as the M
(Eq. 2.32) and (2) applications of kl for any k; l (k 6= l) should annihilate it.
Notice that there are two cases in which the state ji (Eq. 2.36) may not be in the
same fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration as the M (Eq. 2.32): (a) an odd number of occupied
levels (i.e. odd number of i) with matched congurations and (b) an even number
of occupied levels with unmatched congurations. In both cases the resulting state
ji is not an eigenstate of the systems. There are two dierent approaches to resolve
these types of situations.
First, we can apply y1, the minimum energy fermionic creation operator, to the
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state ji to nd the actual ground state ji of the system:
ji = y1ji: (2.37)
That will bring it back to the same fWp; Lx; Lyg conguration as the M , and will be
the eigenstate with minimum energy which is
EGS =  
X
i
Ei
2
+ E1:
Applications of any kl (k 6= l) vanish it
klji = 0; for any k; l with k 6= l:
In this respect, only the half of the Hilbert space for each fWp; Lx; Lyg congu-
ration are spanned by the eigenvectors of system. The other half belongs to dierent
fWp; Lx; Lyg congurations, therefore they are not eigenstates. So, starting with the
ground state of the right fWp; Lx; Lyg congurations, the excited states can only be
achieved by the applications of even number of  fermions.
On the other hand, the second way of dealing with these two cases is to exchange
the roles of 1 and 
y
1 before we use the Bloch-Messiah theorem for the second time.
The practical purpose of this approach will be seen in the next chapter when we need
to calculate the overlap between two ground states of dierent systems. This role
exchange can be done via exchanging the rst column of T (Eq. 2.26) with the rst
column of its second half. With this approach, it is also possible to write higher excited
levels as in the form of Eq. 2.36 once the appropriate column exchange operations were
performed. This approach makes the connection between eigenstates and U; V more
apparent, since there is no need for a correction (Eq. 2.37). In other words, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between U; V matrices and the ground state. We will use
this correspondence to calculate the Berry phase with the help of Thouless' theorem
which will be explained in section 3.3.2.
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2.7 Vortices in the Kitaev Honeycomb Model
One of the signatures of the existence of non-Abelian anyons is the degeneracy of
the ground state of the system. Depending on types of non-Abelian anyons, there
are dierent relations between the number of well-separated non-Abelian anyons and
the degeneracy of the ground state. For Ising anyons this relation is like 2M well-
separated -anyons results in 2M 1 fold degeneracy in the ground state. [17]
Numerical results show that separating two vortices in the honeycomb model
makes one of the  fermions's energy converge to zero (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: A plot showing the energy of a lowest energy fermion for various distances
between two vortices separated vertically from each other in a 40  80 dimer lattice
for dierent magnetic eld strength . Note that, Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and
lp =  for all p and l (Eq. 2.3).
For a 2 vortex conguration this does not result in any degeneracy, since, to get
an excited state, an even number of y need to be applied. Therefore, a conguration
of 4 well-separated vortices have two zero energy fermions, hence a 2 fold degenerate
ground state. Similarly, a conguration with 6 well-separated vortices have three zero
energy fermions and a 4 fold degenerate ground state. In general, 2M well-separated
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vortices have M zero energy fermions and a 2M 1 degenerate ground state.
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Chapter 3
NON-ABELIAN ANYONS IN THE KITAEV
HONEYCOMB MODEL
Non-Abelian anyons are dened in terms of their non-trivial evolution under their
position exchange. This evolution happens in the degenerate ground state of the
system that we described in the previous chapter. In this chapter we are going to
investigate how this evolution happens. In other words, we will calculate the non-
Abelian Berry phase of the model on a path in the parameter space. Physically, this
path swaps the position of two vortices. Because a degenerate space is needed to have
non-Abelian Berry phase, we work with the systems having four vortices to get 2 fold
degenerate space. In addition to that, vortices have to follow the path adiabatically
to calculate non-Abelian Berry phase. Therefore, we start the chapter by explaining
how to move vortices adiabatically.
3.1 Simulation of Adiabatic Vortex Motion
Simulation of vortex creation and motion is rst discussed in [39], and here we will
adapt it into our formalism. Recall that, the Hamiltonian H of the Kitaev honey-
comb model depends continuously on J and  parameters. To see the fundamental
relation between these coecients and vortex excitations let's focus on an x link of
the fermionic representation of H (Eq. 2.11):
JxqXq(c
y
q   cq)(cyq+bnx + cq+bnx)
The eect of changing the value of Jxq to its negative  Jxq slowly is the same as
that of changing the value of corresponding Xq to its negative  Xq. Moreover, if
qy 6= 1, this action can be considered as negating the eigenvalues of both Wq bny and
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Wq (Fig. 3.1 and Fig.3.1); we denote these new values by fWq bny and fWq. Therefore,
the fermionic spectrum of H for ( Jxq ;Wq bny ;Wq) conguration is the same as that
of H for (Jxq ;fWq bny ;fWq) conguration. However, notice that changing the value of
Jxq to its negative  Jxq does not actually change the value of Wq bny and Wq, because
H commutes with any Wp for all values of J
x
q :
[H;Wp] = 0:
The vortex conguration of an actual eigenstate of H is only related to the choice
of vacuum j i; and the evenness or oddness of the number of i (i.e. the number of
the occupied levels) in Eq. 2.36 as discussed in section 2.6.2.
For systems with the magnetic eld, the slow changes in Jxq from its original
value to its negative should be accompanied by the slow changes in 5q bny , 6q and
xq (Eqs. 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19) from their original value to their negatives to simulate
the creation or motion of the vortices as in Fig. 3.1 and Fig.3.1. Let us denote the
set of the coecients needed to be changed to move a vortex vertically between the
plaquettes sharing x link of the dimer q as
[J]xq := fJxq ; 5q bny ; 6q; xqg
.
Similarly, the eect of slowly changing the value of Jyq to its negative  Jyq is
the same as that of changing the value of the corresponding Yq to its negative  Yq:
Moreover, when qy is equal to Ny; this change can be considered as a negating the
eigenvalues of both Wq bnx and Wq. As in the x links, under magnetic eld, the
slow changes in Jyq should be accompanied by the slow changes in 
5
q bnx ; 6q and yq
(Eqs. 2.17, 2.18 and 2.20) to simulate the creation or motion of the vortices. Let us
denote the set of the coecients needed to be changed to move a vortex horizontally
between the plaquettes sharing y link of the dimer q as
[J]yq := fJyq ; 5q bnx ; 6q; yqg
.
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Figure 3.1: Example: Vortex Creation by changing Jx (no magnetic eld)
Figure 3.2: Example: Vortex Motion by changing Jx (no magnetic eld)
As a result, we can simulate the eect of creating or moving vortices just by
changing some local values of the J and  coecients together. Since we change
them together, let us represent them as a single variable J and these vortices as
J vortices.
The motion of the J vortices does not eect the gap between the ground state
and the excited states as long as vortices are well-separated based on the numerical
observation which will be discussed more in section 3.4. Therefore the slow vortex
motion is also adiabatic, as long as vortices are kept far apart.
3.2 Numerical Evaluation of Berry Phase
3.2.1 Brief Review of General Theory of Berry Phase
In this part, a brief review of the Berry phase will be given based on the approach
discussed in the book [40]. Let's assume that we have a time-dependent nite di-
mensional Hamiltonian H() which is a smooth and single valued function of some
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external parameters  on a parameter manifold M.
Abelian Berry Phase
For any value of ; one may choose an orthonormal basis of eigenstates jni: Suppose
that a non-degenerate eigenstate j'n((0))i is the initial state of the system. A change
in the parameters (t) will change the initial state: The adiabatic approximation states
that if
h'm((t))j d
dt
'n((t))i = 0; for all m 6= n (3.1)
the system will be in j'n((t))i at any time t. We can also express this statement
in terms of the matrix elements of the time derivative of the Hamiltonian. In order
to show this, let us take the time derivative of both sides of the eigenvalue equation
H()j'n()i = En()j'n()i
dH()
dt
j'n()i+H()j d
dt
'n()i = dE()
dt
j'n()i+ E()j d
dt
'n()i
and take the overlap of both sides of this equation with j'm()i for m 6= n. This
yields
h'm()jdH()
dt
j'n()i+ Em()h'm()j d
dt
'n()i = En()h'm()j d
dt
'n()i
where orthogonality of the eigenstates h'j()j'k()i = jk have been used. We can
express above equation in the following form
h'm()j d
dt
'n()i = h'
m((t))j d
dt
H()j'n()i
En()  Em() :
In view of the adiabatic approximation (Eq. 3.1), above equation can be expressed as
h'm()j d
dt
'n()i = h'
m((t))j d
dt
H()j'n()i
En()  Em()
= 0: (3.2)
Notice that the validity of the adiabatic approximation is correlated with the slowness
of the changes and the gap between the eigenvalues of the system.
By expressing the evolving state vector together with the phase dependencies as
j (t)i = c(t)j'n((t))i such that c(0) = 1; the Schrodinger equation will admit the
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following solution under the adiabatic approximation
c(t) = exp

  i
~
Z t
0
En(t
0)dt0

exp

 
Z t
0
h'n((t0))j d
dt0
'n((t0))idt0

where the rst part of the right-hand side is called the dynamical phase factor and
the second is called the Berry phase ein(t) where
n(t) := i
Z t
0
h'n((t0))j d
dt0
'n((t0))idt0
is a real phase angle. Notice that n(t) does not depend on the time dependence of
the integrand and it can be calculated directly as
n(t) := i
Z (t)
(0)
h'n()j @
@i
'n()idi;
where i are indexed representation of the external parameters. On a closed curve C
in the parameter space it takes the following form
(C) := i
I
C
h'n()j @
@i
'n()i di
and, as easily veried, (C) is an invariant quantity under the gauge transformation
j'n()i ! ein()j'n()i:
Non-Abelian Berry Phase
Suppose that the eigenvalue En() of the Hamiltonian H() is Dn fold degener-
ate, and Dn does not depend on : We can introduce the orthonormal eigenvectors
j'(n;a)()i satisfying
H()j'(n;a)()i = En()j'(n;a)()i for all a = 1; :::; Dn:
Let the system with the initial state
j ((0))i =
DnX
a=1
cna((0))j'(n;a)((0))i
evolve on a trajectory (t) given as a function of time in the parameter space. The
adiabatic approximation for degenerate eigenvalues states that if
h'(m;b)((t))j d
dt
'(n;a)((t))i = 0; for all m 6= n and for all a; b
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the state will always be in the degenerate subspace Span
j'(n;a)((t))i	 at any time
t
j ((t))i =
DnX
a=1
cna((t))j'(n;a)((t))i:
Substituting this into the Schrodinger equation and by taking the inner product with
h'(m;b)((t))j we get the following dierential equation under the adiabatic approxi-
mation:
dcnb ((t))
dt
+
DnX
a=1

i
~
En((t))ab + h'(n;b)((t))j d
dt
'(n;a)((t))i

cna((t)) = 0:
The solution of this equation is as follows
cnb ((t)) =
DnX
a=1

T exp

i
Z t
0

  i
~
En((t
0))I +AnDn((t0))

dt0
ba
cna((0)) (3.3)
where I is an identity operator and AnDn((t0)) is a Hermitian matrix dened in terms
of its matrix elements asAnDnba ((t0)) = ih'(n;b)((t0))j ddt0'(n;a)((t0))i (3.4)
and T is the time-ordering operator whose action on exp
n
i
R (t)
(0)
AnDn((t0))dt0
o
is
dened as
T exp

i
Z t
0
AnDn((t0))dt0

:= lim
M!1
M 1Y
i=0
exp

iAnDn((ti))t
	
where (t0) and (tM) are coinciding points denoting the beginning and end point of
the closed trajectory whose curve length is given by length((tM); (t0)), and t is
given as t = length((tM); (t0))=M .
Note that the rst term in the integrand of Eq. 3.3 commutes with the all AnDn
and allow us to write Eq. 3.3 as
cnb ((t)) = exp
(
 
Z (t)
(0)
i
~
En(
0)d0
)
DnX
a=1
"
P exp
(
i
Z (t)
(0)
AnDn(0)d0
)#ba
cna((0))
(3.5)
where P is the path-ordering operator. The rst part of the right hand-side of Eq. 3.5
is the dynamical phase, and second part is the non-Abelian Berry matrix
B((t); (0)) = P exp
(
i
Z (t)
(0)
AnDn(0)d0
)
:
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Under the gauge transformation
j(n;a)()i ! Uab()j'(n;b)()i
AnDn() transforms as Uab()AnDn()U yab() + idUab()d U yab() [41, 42] and the non-
Abelian Berry matrix transforms as
B((t); (0))! Uab()B((t); (0))U yab(0):
If the path is closed C ((T ) = (0)), the transformation is given as
B((0))! B0((0)) = Uab((0))B((0))U yab((0)): (3.6)
However, its trace stays invariant:
trB() = trB0():
3.2.2 Numerical Evaluation of Berry Phases
There are a couple of dierent ways [43] for approximating the derivative of a function,
but we are going to use \the central-dierence formula" which says
f 0(x)x ' f(x+x)  f(x x)
2
+O((x)3) (3.7)
as long as the third derivative of f is a continuous function. Its proof is very simple.
Note that, the second-degree Taylor expansion of f(x) about x for f(x + x) and
f(x x) are as follows
f(x+x) = f(x) + f 0(x)x+
f 00(x) (x)2
2
+
f 000(c1) (x)
3
6
(3.8)
and
f(x x) = f(x)  f 0(x)x+ f
00(x) (x)2
2
  f
000(c2) (x)
3
6
: (3.9)
By subtracting Eq. 3.9 from Eq. 3.8, we get
f(x+x)  f(x x) = 2f 0(x)x+ f
000(c1) + f 000(c2)
6
(x)3 :
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By the intermediate value theorem, there exists a c between c1 and c2 such that
f 000(c) = f
000(c1)+f 000(c2)
2
; and we can write O((x)3) = f
000(c)
3
(x)3 and complete the
proof.
It is also possible to get higher level approximations using similar approach, such
as
f 0(x)x '  f(x+ 2x) + 8f(x+x)  8f(x x) + f(x  2x)
12
+O((x)5)
by using the fourth degree Taylor expansion f(x) about x both for f(x + x) and
f(x x) and for f(x+ 2x) and f(x  2x).
Applying Eq. 3.7 to
AnDnba (0) results inAnDnba (0) = ih'(n;b)(0)j dd0'(n;a)(0)i
= i
h'(n;b)(0)j'(n;a)(0 +)i   h'(n;b)(0)j'(n;a)(0  )i
2
which will reduce the calculation of the Berry phase to simply getting of the overlaps
between adjacent points on the trajectory.
3.3 Overlap between the Eigenstates of the Quadratic Hamiltonians
3.3.1 Onishi Formula
The overlap between the eigenstates of quadratic Hamiltonians is needed in several
context in many-body problems [37]. The Onishi formula [44] provides the norm of
this overlap.
Consider the following Bogoliubov transformations for (0) and (i) fermions
h
y$(0) $(0)
i
:=
h
cy$ c$
i 24U(0) V (0)
V (0) U(0)
35
h
y$(i) $(i)
i
:=
h
cy$ c$
i 24U(i) V (i)
V (i) U(i)
35
with ground states ( or vacuums) j0i, jii respectively. We would like to calculate
the overlap h0jii between these states.
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By using the inverse relation between (0) fermions and c fermions
h
cy$ c$
i
=
h
y$(0) $(0)
i 24U y(0) V y(0)
V T (0) UT (0)
35
we can re-write (i) fermions in terms of (0) fermions as
h
y$(i) $(i)
i
=
h
y$(0) $(0)
i 24U y(0) V y(0)
V T (0) UT (0)
35 24U(i) V (i)
V (i) U(i)
35
=
h
y$(0) $(0)
i24U(i; 0) V (i; 0)
V (i; 0) U(i; 0)
35
explicitly,
y$(i) = 
y
$(0)U(i; 0) + $(0)V (i; 0) (3.10)
$(i) = y$(0)V
(i; 0) + $(0)U(i; 0) (3.11)
where U(i; 0) and V (i; 0) are dened as
U(i; 0) = U y(0) U(i) + V y(0) V (i) (3.12)
V (i; 0) = V T (0) U(i) + UT (0) V (i):
By applying the Bloch-Messiah theorem, we can write
24U(i; 0) V (i; 0)
V (i; 0) U(i; 0)
35 =
24D(i; 0)
D(i; 0)
3524U(i; 0) V (i; 0)
V (i; 0) U(i; 0)
3524C(i; 0)
C(i; 0)
35 :
Let us dene (0) fermions as
yk(0) =
X
k0
Dk0k(i; 0)
y
k0(0)
Now, we can write the vacuum j(i;0)i of (i) fermions in terms of the vacuum j0i
of (0) fermions as
j(i;0)i =
Y
i
yi (0)
Y
p

up(i; 0) + vp(i; 0) 
y
p(0) 
y
p(0)

j0i (3.13)
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Note that if the ground state of (i) fermions is non-degenerate then jii and j(i;0)i
is same up to an overall phase.
Now h0j(i;0)i reads
h0j(i;0)i = h0j
Y
i
yi
Y
p

up(i; 0) + vp(i; 0) 
y
p(0) 
y
p(0)

j0i
h0j(i;0)i is only non-zero if there are no occupied levels (i.e. i part) and it is equal
to
h0j(i;0)i = h0j
Y
p
up(i; 0) j0i =
Y
p
up(i; 0) =
q
detU(i; 0) =
p
j detU(i; 0)j
recall that U(i; 0) is diagonal. Therefore, we can state the Onishi formula as
jh0jiij =
p
j detU(i; 0)j
Remark: Notice that h0j(i;0)i 6= 0 if and only if detU(i; 0) 6= 0: In other words,
h0j(i;0)i 6= 0 if U 1(i; 0) exists.
However, this overlap is not enough for calculating the Berry phase. In the Berry
phase calculation, we need to determine the overlap between the states j(0)i and
j(i)i in terms of both magnitude and phase. On the other hand, the Onishi formula
only gives us the magnitude of the overlap. This is due to fact that the Bloch-Messiah
method used to get Eq. 3.13 does not preserve the relative phases between the ground
states j(0)i and j(i)i. However, we are going to use the above remark in Thouless'
theorem which will eventually lead us to a more precise description of the overlap.
3.3.2 Thouless' Theorem
For the Bogoliubov transformations given in the previous part, we can state the
Thouless' theorem [45] as follows:
Theorem 1 Let j0i; jii be the vacuum of (0) and (i) fermions respectively such
that hij0i 6= 0: Then jii may be expressed in the following form j (i;0)i
j (i;0)i = N eZ(i;0)j0i (3.14)
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where
Z(i; 0) =
1
2
X
k;k0
Zkk0(i; 0)
y
k(0)
y
k0(0);
N is a normalization constant and Z(i; 0) is a skew symmetric matrix given as
Z(i; 0) =
 
V (i; 0)U 1(i; 0)

: (3.15)
Note that the ground state of the  fermions will be denoted by either  or
 depending on whether we use the Bloch-Messiah representation or the Thouless
representation respectively. Also note that, jii and j (i;0)i are just dierent way of
representing the same ground state of (i) fermions; the former is written in terms
of the vacuum j i of c fermions, the latter is written in terms of vacuum j0i of
(0) fermions.
By using the remark from the previous section we can dene e(i) fermions as
following: eyk(i) :=X
k0
U 1k0k(i; 0)
y
k0(i)
By expressing yk0(i) in terms of (0) fermions as in Eq. 3.10, we get
eyk(i) = yk(0) +X
k0
Zk0k(i; 0)k0(0):
Note that e(i) fermions share the same vacuum jii with (i) fermions, sinceey(i) (e(i)) is just a linear combination of creation y(i)(or annihilation (i)) opera-
tors.
If we show that ek(i)eZ(i;0)j0i = 0 for all k, then eZ(i;0)j0i will be equivalent to
the ground state of (i) fermions jii up to normalization factor and a phase.
By noting that ek(i) = k(0) +X
k0
Zk0k(i; 0)
y
k0(0)
ek(i)eZ(i;0)j0i can be written as
ek(i)eZ(i;0)j0i = eZ(i;0)(e Z(i;0)k(0)eZ(i;0) +X
k0
Zk0k(i; 0)
y
k0(0)
)
j0i (3.16)
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since
hP
k0 Zk0k(i; 0)
y
k0(0); e
Z(i;0)
i
= 0:
By using the Baker{Campbell{Hausdor formula
eABe A = B + [A;B] +
1
2!
[A; [A;B]] +
1
3!
[A; [A; [A;B]]] +   
e Z(i;0)k(0)eZ(i;0) can be written as
e Z(i;0)k(0)eZ(i;0) = k(0) 
X
k0
Zk0k(i; 0)
y
k0(0): (3.17)
Combining this result with Eq. 3.16 shows that ek(i)eZ(i;0)j0i = 0; and completes the
proof of the theorem.
Notice that the normalization constant N is, up to a phase, given as the following
N = h0j (i;0)i = h0j(i;0)i =
p
j detU(i; 0)j:
Finally, we can represent j (i;0)i up to a phase as:
j (i;0)i =
p
j detU(i; 0)j eZ(i;0)j0i: (3.18)
Remark: Although the columns of U and V (Eq. 2.26) are dened up to a phase,
Z is a unique matrix for all M given as in Eq. 2.24. A general gauge transformation
A for the columns of U and V act as
U  ! UA
V  ! VA
where A is a block diagonal matrix0BBB@
A1
. . .
AN
1CCCA
where the Ai's are just phase factors for nondegenerate eigenvalues of M and can be
unitary matrices for degenerate eigenvalues of M . As can be easily veried, Z stays
invariant for dierent gauges
Z =
 
V U 1
  !  V A (UA) 1 =  V U 1 :
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3.3.3 Overlap
In this section, the overlap between the ground states of a quadratic Hamiltonians is
discussed. Recall that by using the column exchange operation explained in section
2.6.2, all eigenstates of a quadratic Hamiltonian can be written as the ground state of
the set of newly dened fermions. Therefore this discussion can be extended to other
eigenstates too.
The overlap between the ground states j (j;0)i and j (i;0)i where i 6= j 6= 0; is
equal to
h (j;0)j (i;0)i =
p
j detU(j; 0)j
p
j detU(i; 0)jh0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i:
Moreover, the overlap h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i has been calculated with the correct sign
factor in the recent paper [46]. Here we are going to re-derive it within our formulation.
We start the derivation by introducing the coherent states jzi
jzi := exp
(
NX
k=1
yk(0)zk
)
j0i
where zk and z

k are anti-commuting elements of a Grassmann algebra (
 represents
conjugation on Grassmann algebra) satisfying the following equations
k(0)jzi = zkjzi and hzjyk(0) = hzjzk:
The coherent states satisfy a completeness relation
I =
Z
d(z) jzihzj
where the measure of the integral is given by d(z) = exp fPk zkzkgQk dzkdzk:
By taking the advantage of this completeness relation, we can express the general
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overlap as
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i =
Z
d(z) h0jeZy(j;0)jzi hzjeZ(i;0)j0i
=
Z
d(z) h0j exp
(
1
2
X
k;k0
Zkk0(j; 0)k0(0)k(0)
)
jzi
hzj exp
(
1
2
X
k;k0
Zkk0(i; 0)
y
k(0)
y
k0(0)
)
j0i
=
Z
d(z) exp
(
1
2
X
k;k0
Zkk0(j; 0)zk0zk
)

exp
(
1
2
X
k;k0
Zkk0(i; 0)z

kz

k0
)
where jh0jzij2 = 1 is used. The above integral can be written in a more compact
way by introducing the skew-symmetric matrix
Z(j; 0; i; 0) =
24Z(i; 0)  I
I  Z(j; 0)
35
and the vector of Grassmann variables z$ =
h
z1 z

2    zN
i
and zl =
26666664
z1
z2
...
zN
37777775
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i =
Z Y
k
dzkdzk exp
8<:12 hz$ z$iZ(i; j)
24zl
zl
359=; (3.19)
The skew-symmetric matrix Z can always be written in its canonical form with the
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help of the unitary transformation U [47]
Z(j; 0; i; 0) = U(j; 0; i; 0)
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
0    0 1 0 0
...
. . .
... 0
. . . 0
0    0 0 0 N
 1 0 0 0    0
0
. . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 0  N 0    0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
UT (j; 0; i; 0)
= U(j; 0; i; 0)ZC(j; 0; i; 0)UT (j; 0; i; 0)
where i are real and positive. By introducing new Grassmann variablesh
$ $
i
=
h
z$ z$
i
U(i; j)
the exponential in the integral becomes
exp
8<:12 h$ $iZC(j; 0; i; 0)
24l
l
359=; = exp
(
NX
k=1
k 

kk
)
and the measure becomes Y
k
dzkdzk = det J
 1Y
k
dkdk
where J is the Jacobian
J =
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
@
@1
z1    @@N z

1
@
@1
z1    @@N z1
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
@
@1
zN    @@N z

N
@
@1
zN    @@N zN
@
@1
z1    @@N z1
@
@1
z1    @@N z1
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
@
@1
zN    @@N zN
@
@1
zN    @@N zN
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
= U(i; j)
Note that det J 1 = detUT (i; j) = detU(i; j):
Now we can write the integral (Eq. 3.19) as
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i =
Z
detU(i; j)
Y
k
dkdk exp
(
NX
k=1
k 

kk
)
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We can easily evaluate this multivariable Gaussian integral in Grassmann variables
as
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i = ( 1)N detU(i; j)
NY
k=1
k (3.20)
by using the properties Z
dde 
 =  :
By using the following properties of Pfaan
Pf
0@ 0 R
 R 0
1A = ( 1)N(N 1)=2 detR
and
Pf(P TRP ) = detP Pf(R)
for any N N matrices R and P , Eq. 3.20 can be expressed in terms of the Pfaan
of Z(j; 0; i; 0) as
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i = ( 1)N(N+1)=2 Pf(Z(j; 0; i; 0))
Now we are going to write Pfaan in terms of the determinant of some simpler
matrices. Now note that Pf(Z(j; 0; i; 0)) = (1)pdetZ(j; 0; i; 0) and by using the
following theorem [48] we can reduce detZ(j; 0; i; 0) into a simpler form.
Theorem 2 If M =
0@A B
C D
1A ; where A;B;C;D are n  n matrices with complex
coecients and CD = DC; then
detM = det (AD  BC) :
Now, we can write det(Z(j; 0; i; 0)) as
det(Z(j; 0; i; 0)) = det (I   Z(i; 0)Z(j; 0)) : (3.21)
Recall that Z(i; 0) = [V (i; 0)U 1(i; 0)] and since it is skew-symmetric it is also
true that Z(i; 0) =    U y(i; 0) 1 V y(i; 0): Therefore, we have
I   Z(i; 0)Z(j; 0) = I + (U y(i; 0)) 1V y(i; 0)V (j; 0)U 1(j; 0)
= (U y(i; 0)) 1
 
U y(i; 0)U(j; 0) + V y(i; 0)V (j; 0)

U 1(j; 0)
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By using Eq. 3.12, it is easy to show
U y(i; 0)U(j; 0) + V y(i; 0)V (j; 0) = U (i; j) :
where U (i; j) is dened as
U(i; j) := U y(j)U(i) + V y(j)V (i) (3.22)
as a generalized version of Eq. 3.12.
Therefore we have
det (I   Z(i; 0)Z(j; 0)) = det  (U y(i; 0)) 1U (j; i)U 1(j; 0)
Finally, we can express h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i in its nal form as
h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i = ( 1)N(N+1)=2
"
(1)
s
detU (j; i)
detU y(i; 0) detU(j; 0)
#
(3.23)
Moreover, if we x the general phase of Eq. 3.18 as 1, we can express the overlap
between j (i;0)i and j (j;0)i as
h (j;0)j (i;0)i =
p
j detU(j; 0)j
p
j detU(i; 0)j h0jeZy(j;0)eZ(i;0)j0i
=
p
j detU(j; 0)j
p
j detU(i; 0)j ( 1)N(N+1)=2 "
(1)
s
detU (j; i)
detU y(i; 0) detU(j; 0)
#
= ( 1)N(N+1)=2
h
(1)
p
exp fi0 (j; i)g j detU (j; i) j
i
(3.24)
where
0 (j; i) = arg

detU(i; 0) detU y(j; 0) detU (j; i)
	
:
By taking phase out of the square root, h (j;0)j (i;0)i is equal to one of the following
h (j;0)j (i;0)i =
8<: ( 1)
N(N+1)=2 exp
n
i0(j;i)
2
op j detU (j; i) j
( 1)N(N+1)=2 exp
n
i0(j;i)
2
+ 
op j detU (j; i) j: (3.25)
where
  < 0 (j; i)  
and p
j detU (j; i) j  0:
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3.4 Non-Abelian Berry Phase of the Honeycomb Model
In this section, numerical results of the non-Abelian Berry phase of a particular type of
conguration (Fig. 3.3) with various sizes of the honeycomb model will be presented.
Note that, all congurations that has been studied are even-by-even lattices with
periodic boundary condition. Vortices are created by making a series of adiabatic
changes in the J and  values of a zero-vortex conguration so they are J vortices.
Recall that, 4 well-separated J vortices provides 2 zero-energy  fermions (two
zero modes), which results in a 2 fold degenerate ground state with the basis states1
j1(0)i and j2(0)i, where 0 denote the beginning point of the trajectory on which
Berry phase to be calculated. Note that the Berry phase is given as
B(C) := P exp

i
I
A2()d

:= lim
M!1
exp fiA2(M 1)g    exp fiA2(0)g (3.26)
where
[A2(k)]ba = hb()j d
d
a()i

=k
;
and where 0 and M are coinciding points denoting the beginning and end point of
the closed trajectory whose curve length is given by length(M ; 0), and  is given
as  = length(M ; 0)=M . Note that, the third-order central-dierence-formula
(Eq. 3.7) is used for evaluating numerical value of the derivatives in our calculations.
The Berry matrix 3.26 is calculated for the path shown in Fig. 3.3 by moving
J vortices slowly as described in Section 3.1. However, for the sake of calculating
Berry matrix the motion has to be adiabatic as well, which means the degenerate
ground-state space has to be separated from the rst excited state by a gap. For the
sake of precision, it is better to do this discussion with the help of the non-Abelian
version of the adiabatic approximation given in Eq.3.2
h'(m;b)()j d
dt
'(n;a)()i = h'
(m;b)((t))j d
dt
H()j'(n;a)()i
En()  Em()
= 0; (3.27)
1The ground state of the Kitaev honeycomb model will be denoted by  or 	 in the Bloch-
Messiah representation or Thouless representation respectively, in contrast to the use of  and  
for the ground state of the quadratic Hamiltonians.
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1
2
3
A
B
C
D
o
Figure 3.3: A conguration of 4 J vortices with minimum distance d = 4. Note
that the size of the system changes with the minimum distance d such that Nx = 3d,
Ny = 2d for even d and Nx = 3d + 1, Ny = 2d for odd d. The arrows point out the
trajectory of swapping the vortex B with the vortex C. Yellow colored links between A
and B (and C and D) highlight changed links while creating and bringing the vortices
to their shown positions. System has periodic boundary conditions so that opposite
sides of the lattices are identied.
for all m 6= n and for all a; b, where m;n denotes dierent degenerate energy spaces
and a; b labels dierent basis states within each degenerate space. According to
Eq. 3.27, the adiabatic approximation for the degenerate space n is valid when
the change in the Hamiltonian is very slow and the gap Gm;n() := Em()   En()
is very large for m 6= n. However, when the system is nearly degenerate, a scaled
version of the gap between nearly-degenerate space and higher excited states is a more
meaningful quantity. For this reason, the smallness of the ratio G(n;b);(n;a)()=Gm;n()
where G(n;a);(n;b)() is the gap between the nearly degenerate levels G(n;b);(n;a)() :=
E(n;b)() E(n;a)() for a 6= b, is a more relevant quantity to check the validity of the
adiabatic approximation.
In our case, j1()i and j2()i are nearly degenerate states along the trajectory,
and they are separated by a gap from higher excited states jm()i, m  3. Fig. 3.4
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Figure 3.4: (a) Average value of the ratio G2;1()/G3;2() along the trajectory vs.
Minimum distance between vortices (G2;1() is the gap between nearly-degenerate
states, and G3;2() is the gap between nearly-degenerate space and higher excited
states). (b) Maximum value of the ratio G2;1()/G3;2() along the trajectory vs.
Minimum distance between vortices. Maximum value of the ratio corresponds to the
smallest (scaled) gap between nearly-degenerate space and higher excited states. Note
that, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q
for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
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shows both the average and the maximum value of the ratio of G2;1()=G3;2() along
the trajectory where G2;1() = Ej2i() Ej1i() and G3;2() = Ej3i() Ej2i().
Maximum value of the ratio corresponds to the smallest (scaled) gap between nearly-
degenerate space and higher excited states, in other words the worst gap (scaled)
values to apply adiabatic approximation along the trajectory. As it seen from the
Fig. 3.4, the adiabatic approximation becomes more meaningful as the minimum
distance d between vortices increases. We will also have a closer look to this plot
in following pages, but for now it is important for the justication of the adiabatic
approximation.
On the other hand, to be able to calculate the non-Abelian Berry phase, the basis
states of the degenerate space have to follow a smooth trajectory. Since we don't
have the analytical solutions for eigenstates and have to work with numerical tools,
we must pay attention to three crucial steps to satisfy that. First of all, we have to
distinguish degenerate states from each other along the trajectory to be able to use
them as basis states for each point. This is easy to achieve since the energy of the
zero modes in the honeycomb model are not exactly zero unless vortices are innitely
apart as it is seen from Fig.3.5 which shows the minimum value of the gap between
nearly degenerate states along each point on the trajectory.
Secondly, we need to choose a reference state j(0)i which is not orthogonal to de-
generate space for all points along the trajectory, so that we can represent all the states
with respect to this reference state. This ensures that the Thouless representations2
of the states change smoothly along the trajectory. Note that, the ground state of a
point which is near to any point of the trajectory could be used as a reference state.3
However, numerical verication of non-orthogonality is still needed. Once the refer-
ence state j(0)i has been xed, Z(k; 0) (Eq. 3.15) is unique for each point k on the
trajectory. Therefore, xing the overall phase of the data points is enough to assure
2Note that, Thouless representation can also be used to represent excited states by using the
column exchange operation mentioned in section 2.6.2.
3Note that if we use the ground state of a point on the trajectory as reference state we can
not represent nearly degenerate state of the same point in Thouless' formalism since they are
orthogonal to each other.
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Figure 3.5: Minimum value of the gap G2;1() along the trajectory vs. Minimum
distance between vortices. Note that, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for
all q and  = xq = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various
values between 0.1 and 0.5.
the smoothness of the representation of the state along the trajectory.4
Finally, while we are moving the J vortices by changing the [J] values for
each link on the trajectory of links (Fig. 3.3) we have to do it in such a way that
resulting trajectory in the parameter space is smooth. Note that changing one link
after another gives us a curve with square edges (Fig. 3.6(a)). Therefore to ensure
smoothness we need to start changing the next coupling coecient when we are about
to stop changing that of present one (Fig. 3.6(b)). For example, let [J]yq and [J]
y
q+bnx
be two coupling coecients of two successive links on the trajectory (Fig. 3.6). Say
that we need to change [J]yq from a
5 to  a to move a vortex. To be able to do it
smoothly, we need to start changing [J]yq+bnx before [J]yq reaches  a. We will refer
4The overall phases of the states between each numerical data points can be considered so that the
smoothness of the trajectory is granted since the characteristic properties (e.g. trace, eigenvalues)
of the Berry phase do not depend on overall phases of the states on the trajectory as Berry matrix
changes as Eq. 3.6 under gauge transformations.
5Note that a could be dierent for J and . In our calculations, a was set as 1 for J = Jx =
Jy = Jz and some various values, between 0.1 and 0.5, for  ( = xq = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q
(Eqs. 2.17 2.20)).
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Figure 3.6: (a) Changing the J and  values of a link after another gives us a trajectory
with square edges. (b) Changing the J and  values of the next link before stopping
to change that of the present one gives us smooth trajectory.
to the part where only single [J] changes as linear part and where two [J] changes
as circular part, because of the shape of the curve in parameter space. Note that, for
this reason a vortex is never located on a particular plaquette with its 100% presence.
Our numerical Berry matrix calculations have been done for two dierent tra-
jectories in terms of their linear and circular parts. In both calculations, every
link on the trajectory has been covered in 4000 steps which all have equal length
s in the parameter space. Let l be the total length of the linear part from 0
to the start of the circular part (Fig. 3.6) and r is the radius of the circular part
then r + l = a and s = l = r where l = l=number of linear steps and
 = 
2
=number of circular steps. In one calculation the number of linear steps was
set to 3991 whereas the number of circular steps was 9 for all links. This corresponds
to changing both links at  0:997a, hence we refer to this calculation as 0:997[J].
In the other calculation the number of linear steps was 3801 whereas the number of
circular steps was 199 for all links, and this corresponds to changing both links at
 0:937a. Similarly we refer to this calculation as 0:937[J]
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Berry matrix B resulting from the exchange of B and C (Fig. 3.3) is diagonal for
the orthonormal basis fj
Ii; j
ig formed by the fusion channels I and  of B and C6
B
 =
0@ R1
R
1A : (3.28)
The diagonal entriesR1; R

 are found by solving the pentagon and hexagon equation
[14] are as follows
R1 = e
i=8; R = e
 i=8
with the possible combinations of  and  are
 = ei=8;  = ( 1)(+1)=2
where  is the Chern number only having odd values.
Moreover, the states
jIi; ji	 corresponding to the fusion channels I and  of
vortices A and B also form an orthonormal basis for the same space. The transfor-
mation rule between these basis states are as follows
j
Ii = 1p
2
 jIi+ ei'ji
j
i = 1p
2
 jIi   ei'ji
up to a relative phase ei' between jIi and ji. Therefore, the Berry matrix B in
the basis
jIi; ji	 is as follows
B =
0@ hI jB
jIi hI jB
ji
hjB
jIi hjB
ji
1A
=
1
2
0@ R1 +R e i'(R1  R)
ei'(R1  R) R1 +R
1A : (3.29)
On the other hand, the matrix elements of the Berry matrices Eq. 3.26 calcu-
lated for closed paths depends on the basis that we started with (i.e. the basis
6They also correspond to A and D. However determining fusion channel of B and C xes the
fusion channel for A and D since they all fuse into vacuum 1.
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that A2(0) is written). In our calculations two nearly degenerate energy eigenstates
fj1(0)i; j2(0)ig are used to dene a basis. Remarkably, numerical results suggest
that
j1(0)i = jIi and j2(0)i = ji:
This may be due to the way we separate A and B, and C and D preserves the
symmetry of the relative positions of the vortices with respect to each other, however
it still deserves further explanation.
For a conguration showed in Fig. 3.3, numerical results show that  = ei=8,
 =  1 and  = 1 with various accuracies depending on minimum distances d
and the values of . These results are summarized in Fig. 3.7 and Table 3.1 where
Frobenius norm (metric) has been used to measure the proximity of the numerical
Berry matrix BN to B.
Note that, Frobenius norm of an n n matrix A dened as
jAj =
 X
i;j
jaikj2
!1=2
=
p
tr(AAy): (3.30)
Here, we calculate that norm jj of  = B   BN to measure the distance between
BN and B. It is not dicult to show that the maximum Frobenius distance between
two unitary matrix is equal to 2. Therefore, the half of the values in Fig. 3.7 and
Table 3.1 express the dierence within the range [0,1].
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Figure 3.7: Calculation 0:997[J]: Frobenious distance between BN and B vs. Min-
imum distance between vortices. The number of steps taken to cover the change in
the value of [J] of the link as follows: 3991 linear step and 9 circular steps. Note
that, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q
for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
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As an example, for a vortex conguration illustrated in Fig. 3.3 with d = 9 and
 = 0:25, the numerical value of the Berry matrix BN as follows
BN =
0@ 0:653270 + 0:270630i 0:653280 + 0:270598i
 0:653280  0:270598i 0:653296 + 0:270568i
1A
whose Frobenious distance to B
B = 1p
2
0@ ei=8 ei=8
e 7i=8 ei=8
1A =
0@ 0:653281 + 0:270598i 0:653281 + 0:270598i
 0:653281  0:270598i 0:653281 + 0:270598i
1A
is equal 4:7970  10 5. In other words, BN is 0.0024% dierent from B. Note
that, matrices were written for ei' =  i (Eq. 3.29), which is an arbitrary phase
factor that has been chosen to express B. There is also a similar relative phase
chosen to work with the basis states j1(0)i and j2(0)i when calculating the
Berry phase. Therefore, the matrix representation of both BN and B are written up
to some relative phases between the elements of their basis fj1(0)i; j2(0)ig and
fjIi; jig respectively.
Recall that to satisfy the smoothness condition, the trajectory consists of linear
and circular parts. This condition also aects the beginning point of the closed
trajectory as shown in Fig. 3.8. In our calculation, we started to change the rst link
[J]y2;Ny from 0:997[J]. Recall that, [J]
y
2;Ny
= fJy2;Ny ; 51;Ny ; 62;Ny ; y2;Nyg denotes the
set of the coupling coecients of the rst link of the trajectory to be changed to move
the vortex B to the right plaquette (for more details see section 3.1) and [J] denotes
the general J and  values used for every links, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q =
Jzq = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have
various values between 0.1 and 0.5 as shown in the legends of the plots. Therefore
the basis states of the calculated Berry matrices is slightly dierent than the energy
eigenstates of the conguration in Fig. 3.3, where coupling coecients of all links are
[J]. This dierence results in a little decrease in the accuracy. However, we can also
compare the eigenvalues of BN with that of B, to compensate for this dierence of
two basis. Fig. 3.9 and Table 3.2 show the distances of between diagonalized BN and
B for the calculation 0:997[J] with improved values.
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Figure 3.8: At the beginning point of the trajectory, the coupling coecients of the
rst link is slightly smaller than other links. Note that, in our calculations J = Jxq =
Jyq = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where 
have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
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Figure 3.9: Calculation 0:997[J]: Frobenious distance between diagonalized BN and
B vs. Minimum distance between vortices. The number of steps taken to cover the
change in the value of [J] of the link as follows: 3991 linear step and 9 circular steps.
Note that, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q =
5q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
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As an example, for a vortex conguration showed in Fig. 3.3 with d = 9 and
 = 0:30 the eigenvalues of BN and B are as follows
0:3826813 + 0:9238804i ' 0:3826834 + 0:9238795i = e3i=8
0:9238802  0:3826817i ' 0:9238795  0:3826834i = e i=8
so that the Frobenious distance between diagonalized BN and diagonalized B is
equal to 2:9750  10 6: In other words, diagonalized BN is 0.00015% dierent from
the diagonalized B.
The eigenvalues of the Berry matrix is less sensitive to the changes in the numbers
of linear and circular steps taken to cover every link on the trajectory of the links
show in Fig. 3.3. In this respect, Fig. 3.10 summarize the results of the Berry matrix
analysis where all links on the trajectory were covered in 4000 steps consisting of 3801
linear step and 199 circular steps, all having equal curve length. This also means
that the beginning point of the trajectory in the parameter space corresponds to a
coupling coecient conguration where coupling coecients of all links are [J] except
[J]y2;Ny = 0:937[J] with J = J
x
q = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q
for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
In addition to that, Table 3.3 shows the Frobenius norm between two diagonalized
BN which were got from the calculations 0:997[J] and 0:937[J]. Values are relatively
small so we can say that comparing the eigenvalues of the Berry matrices is more
meaningful measure than comparing the matrices. This can also be seen when we
compare Fig. 3.10(b) with Fig. 3.9. Whereas, the comparison of Fig. 3.10(a) with
Fig. 3.7 shows how a slight change of the beginning points from [J]y2;Ny = 0:997[J]
to [J]y2;Ny = 0:937[J] aects the comparison between BN and B.
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Figure 3.10: Calculation 0:937[J]: (a) Frobenious distance between BN and B vs.
Minimum distance between vortices. (b) Frobenious distance between diagonalized
BN and B vs. Minimum distance between vortices. The number of steps taken to
cover the change in the value of [J] of the link as follows: 3801 linear step and 199
circular steps. Note that, in our calculations J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and
 = xq = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20) where  have various values between
0.1 and 0.5.
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Note that, the validity of the adiabatic approximation is essential for understand-
ing oscillations seen in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9. Let us restate the non-Abelian version
of the adiabatic approximation
h'(m;b)()j d
dt
'(n;a)()i = h'
(m;b)((t))j d
dt
H()j'(n;a)()i
En()  Em()
= 0; (3.31)
for all m 6= n and for all a; b, where m;n denotes dierent degenerate energy spaces
and a; b labels dierent states within each degenerate space. Recall that, when the
system is nearly degenerate then the smallness of the ratio G(n;b);(n;a)()=Gm;n()
determines the validness of the adiabatic approximation. Let us have closer look into
the nature of the these gaps in our system.
For each point of the trajectory shown in Fig. 3.3, the vortices are always separated
by at least d plaquettes, therefore the system have two nearly-zero-energy fermions
namely 1; 2
7, which generates two fold degenerate ground-state space with basis
elements j1i; j2i. This ground-state space is separated from the rst excite state
j3i by a gap. The energy dierence between the lowest three energy eigenstates
j1i; j2i; j3i are related to whether the system contains odd or even number of
fermions ( i.e. whether the number elements in i part of Eq. 2.36 is odd or even8).
Table 3.4 explicitly shows the lowest three energy eigenstates j1i; j2i; j3i and their
energies Ej1i; Ej2i; Ej3i of the systems containing odd/even number of fermions.
According to Table 3.4, the gap G3;2 between nearly-degenerate space and higher
excited states is always equal to E3 E2 irrespective of whether system is odd or even,
although the gap G2;1 between nearly-degenerate states is either E1 +E2 or E2  E1
for even and odd systems, respectively.
It is remarkable that a system could change from even to odd (or vica versa) while
we move along the trajectory. By assigning, 1 and 0 to the even and odd systems
respectively, we can calculate the average evenness/oddness of each conguration
7Recall that fermions are indexed according to their energies, from lowest to the highest.
8Recall that we only simulate the vortex excitation by adopting the J and  values, soXq = Yq = 1
for all q. Therefore, fWp; Lx; Lyg always matches with fQq; Lx; Lyg (see section 2.6.2 for more
details).
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Even/Odd Eigenstates Energies
Even
j1i = ji Ej1i = Eji
j2i = y2y1ji Ej2i = Eji + E1 + E2
j3i = y3y1ji Ej3i = Eji + E1 + E3
Odd
j1i = y1ji Ej1i = Eji + E1
j2i = y2ji Ej2i = Eji + E2
j3i = y3ji Ej3i = Eji + E3
Table 3.4: The lowest three energy eigenstates j1i; j2i; j3i and their energies
Ej1i; Ej2i; Ej3i of the system are given explicitly for systems having odd/even num-
ber of fermions. Note that, Ei is the energy of i fermion, and iji = 0 for all i
where ji is given explicitly in Eq. 2.36 as ji = Q
i
ayi
Q
p
(up + vpa
y
pa
y
p)j i having the
energy Eji =
P
iEi=2.
which depends on d,  values. Fig. 3.11(a) shows this average value against d for
various  values. Similar type of oscillation as in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9 can be seen in
this gure too, and this oscillations also aect the gapG2;1. Recall that, G2;1/G3;2 is an
essential quantity for the validity of the adiabatic approximation. Again, Fig. 3.11(b)
shows the average value of the ratio G2;1=G3;2 along the trajectory for various  values
and minimum distances d between vortices. These oscillations in Fig. 3.11(b) could
be the reason for the oscillations seen in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9.
Moreover, Fig. 3.11(a) also shows that when d is even, the system almost always
contains even number of fermions, although when d is odd the system is almost half
even and half odd. This is especially true for large  values. The underlying relation
between minimum distance d between vortices and evenness/oddness of the system
needs further analysis. For this analysis, it could be helpful to restate the relation
between the size of the systems and d
Nx = 3d+ 1; Ny = 2d for odd d
Nx = 3d; Ny = 2d for even d
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which was discussed under Fig.3.3 before.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Average evenness/oddness of the congurations along the trajec-
tory vs. Minimum distance d between vortices for various  values. Average even-
ness/oddness along the trajectory is calculated after assigning 1 and 0 to the even and
odd systems respectively. (b) Average of the ratio G2;1/G3;2 along the trajectory vs.
Minimum distance between vortices (G2;1 is the gap between nearly-degenerate states,
and G3;2 is the gap between nearly-degenerate space and higher excited states). As a
general note, the number of steps taken to cover the change in the value of [J] of the
link as follows: 3991 linear step and 9 circular steps. Note that, in our calculations
J = Jxq = J
y
q = J
z
q = 1 for all q and  = 
x
q = 
y
q = 
5
q = 
6
q for all q (Eqs. 2.17 2.20)
where  have various values between 0.1 and 0.5.
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As a nal result, we will present an analysis on the unitarity of calculated Berry
matrix. The unitarity of the calculated Berry matrices can be investigated by checking
the Frobenius distance between BNByN and 2-by-2 identity matrix I. These results
are summarized in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respectively for calculations 0:997[J] and
0:937[J]. These analysis could also be considered as a measure for the accuracy of
the Berry matrix calculations.
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Chapter 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we highlight the main results and open problems presented in the
thesis.
In the introduction chapter we gave a mathematical foundation for the existence
of non-Abelian anyons and then gave examples of physical systems where non-Abelian
anyons are realized. It also gives a brief description of topological quantum compu-
tation which shows the practical importance of the study of non-Abelian anyons.
In the second chapter we studied the Kitaev honeycomb model which is one the
systems where non-Abelian anyons are realized. The Kitaev model is an exactly
solvable model in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenstates. In this chapter, the model
is solved after its Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of fermions which are dened
on the honeycomb lattice. Resulting Hamiltonian has quadratic fermionic structure
which can be solved exactly with the method explained in the text. Note that, this
method also includes a simple numerical analysis. The ground states of the model are
written by using Bloch-Messiah theorem which was also discussed in the text, and we
concluded the chapter by showing that vortices of the Kitaev honeycomb model are
Ising type non-Abelian anyons.
In the third chapter, we studied the non-Abelian Berry phase resulting from the
adiabatic exchange of vortices of the Kitaev honeycomb model. We rst introduced
a way to move vortices adiabatically, then gave a brief introduction to the Berry
phase. We also discussed some numerical techniques required to calculate it. The use
of the Thouless' theorem gave us another way to write down the eigenstates of the
quadratic fermionic Hamiltonians so that we were able to calculate the Berry phase
numerically. All these theoretical tools are applied to calculate the non-Abelian Berry
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phase resulting from the exchange of two vortices of the Kitaev honeycomb model.
Note that, exchanging of non-Abelian anyons is an essential part for topological
quantum computation. In this thesis, we developed a theory of how to exchange non-
Abelian anyons of the Kitaev honeycomb model and calculated the non-Abelian Berry
phase resulting from the exchange of two non-Abelian anyons by using numerical tools.
The method developed here can also be used to calculate the Berry phases for any
nite dimensional systems with quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian numerically.
One of the results that we found here is that the energy eigenstates of the cong-
uration that was used to calculate the Berry phase corresponds to fusion channels of
some non-Abelian anyons in the conguration. This relation is explained in text by
using arguments related to the symmetrical coordinates of the vortices on the lattice
with respect to each other. However the relation between fusion channels and the
energy eigenstates of the system is one of the open problems that can be addressed
in a more general way by research in future.
We also studied the closeness of the calculated Berry phase to the expected Berry
phase for various system sizes which is determined by the minimum distance d between
vortices. It is observed that as d increases calculated values gets exponentially closer
to expected ones with some oscillations. The maximum and minimum values of these
oscillations are seen at the even and odd values of d respectively. Moreover, as d
increases the ratio of the gap between two nearly-degenerate ground states to the
gap between the rst excited states and the nearly-degenerate ground-state space
gets exponentially smaller with same types of oscillations. This ratio is an important
quantity for justifying the validness of the adiabatic approximation. Therefore, as the
adiabatic approximation becomes more valid we get better numerical values for the
Berry phase, which is not surprising.
The reason of the oscillations seen on the odd and even values of d could be
explained by the average oddness/evenness of the system along the trajectory. To
be more precise, the number of fermions contained in the system could change from
even to odd (or vica versa) while we move along the trajectory. The gap between
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the nearly-degenerate ground states depends on oddness/evenness of the system such
that odd systems have smaller gap as explained in the text. This also aects the
validness of the adiabatic approximation too. By assigning, 1 and 0 to the even
and odd systems respectively, we can calculate the average evenness/oddness of each
conguration. A similar type of oscillation are seen there too. Therefore, we can say
that adiabatic approximation is more valid for the odd systems than the even systems.
However, the underlying relation between minimum distance d between vortices and
evenness/oddness of the system needs further analysis.
From the point of its contributions to the other research, the thesis could be very
helpful for the purpose of studying topologically ordered system at the microscopic
scale. For example, since the Kitaev Honeycomb model can have both Abelian and
non-Abelian phases depending on the values of coupling coecients J and , it is
possible to carry vortices from the non-Abelian phase to Abelian phase and to study
their topological phase transition. Moreover, note that Ising type of non-Abelian
anyons carry Majorana fermions. Therefore the method developed here can also be
used to study the eect of brading or the eect of carrying vortices from to non-
Abelian phase to Abelian phase to the internal structure of the Majorana fermions.
Overall, a detailed description of how to move vortices adiabatically could be
valuable guide for experiments. However, the most important achievement of this
thesis is that it presents a tool for studying the exotic statistical behavior of non-
Abelian anyons in detail so that it can be used for testing predictions about the
nature and behavior of non-Abelian anyons. In other words, the Kitaev honeycomb
model can be considered now as a system where numerical experiments on the non-
Abelian anyons can take place.
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